SAVING PRECIOUS LIVES
It is a biblical imperative to safeguard human life (Deuteronomy 4:15). For the people of
isolated Maale Levona, surrounded by hostile Arab villages on all sides, abiding by this
commandment requires constant vigilance. Thankfully, local security personnel have been able
to thwart recent attacks without injury or loss of life, but future success is not guaranteed. The
lives of the men, women, and children of Maale Levona are under constant threat, and they are
not willing to gamble on precious lives.
In recent years, Maale Levona has experienced booming growth, with new idealistic
couples opting to sacrifice comfort and convenience for a higher purpose—raising their
children with a deep and genuine connection to Biblical values and the Land of Israel. Their
shared ideology has fueled a warm community, bubbling with rich and rewarding fellowship.
But without proper protection or equipment, their lives are under constant threat of harm.
Maale Levona’s electronic fence only detects threats once they were underway. To truly
save lives, a comprehensive surveillance system is vital to alert first responders to potential
attacks when intruders were still in a buffer zone. Last year, with help from generous CFOIC
Heartland donors, Maale Levona successfully completed phase 1 of their system, installing
cameras at the entrance to the community, and infrastructure for the entire system. This year,
they need help purchasing five surveillance cameras for critical points around the community’s
perimeter, and a building to house the servers.
For security screening purposes, Maale Levona’s main entrance has an electric security gate
which opens automatically for cars leaving the community, but relies on a quick security check
for entering cars. There is an urgent need to replace the security gate, as the existing gate is old
and extremely slow, delaying security checks and causing traffic jams. With a forest located
just outside Maale Levona the community is also vulnerable to arson terrorist attacks. In Judea
and Samaria, Jewish communities often fall victim to fires started by hostile Arabs at the
communities’ perimeter that spread to homes and endanger lives. To defend against such
attacks Maale Levona needs your help to install a fire hydrant near the local forest.
Maale Levona needs to purchase surveillance cameras, replace its security gate, and
install a fire hydrant to protect its families from terrorist attacks. Living in an isolated
and vulnerable area, these idealistic pioneers are motivated by their unwavering
commitment to fulfilling Biblical prophecy and settling Biblical Israel. Your support will
ensure their safety and save lives!

Project Summary

Maale Levona: Security Equipment

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOT
 Founded: 1984

 Location: A lone hilltop, just a few
kilometers from Biblical Shiloh in
Samaria

 Name Origin: Biblical Levona was
located along the Road of the

You can help Maale Levona’s Zionist pioneers purchase vital
security equipment, to defend against terrorist threats

Patriarchs, on the way from
Shechem to Shiloh (Judges 21:19).
Its ruins have been identified on the

slope leading up to modern Maale
Levona

 Population: 115 families
Your help purchasing surveillance cameras, a security gate
and a new fire hydrant will save lives!

MAALE LEVONA SECURITY EQUIPMENT
PROJECT BUDGET
Phase 2 Surveillance Cameras ................................................................. $98,300
Fire Hydrant ..................................................................................................... 14,430
Security Gate .................................................................................................... 7,800

TOTAL FUNDS REQUIRED ....................................................... $120,530
To participate in this project: visit our website at www.cfoic.com/projects
Or mail a check with the project name in the memo to:
CFOIC Heartland, 7661 McLaughlin Rd, #255, Falcon, CO 80831 (US & Canada)
CFOIC Heartland, PO Box 752, Karnei Shomron, Israel (all other countries)

